
2 0 1 9  T R E N D S
O U R  P E R S P E C T I V E  

Winfluencing brands in our culture and the marketplace. As we’ve noted in past reports, 

Change continues to be not just a constant but ever-accelerating force shaping brands’ 

relationships  with today’s consumers. Accustomed to immediacy, access to 

information, ubiquitous connection, and a steady pipeline of digital innovation, they 

demand more than ever of  brands: more transparency, purpose, creativity, and 

convenience. In many categories  and across the retail landscape, choice abounds, so 

responsive brands are moving from  experimentation to implementation, delivering 

new and innovative experiences and  solutions that satisfy these demands .

To help you navigate our dynamic marketplace in ways that anticipate and exceed  

consumers’ elevated expectations, Advantage Marketing Partners has compiled a  list 

of eight trends meant to inspire your own approach to high -velocity change and  

innovation.

BEFORE DIVING INTO THE TRENDS, just a quick reminder about our approach to  trends. 

We believe that trends act on basic human needs over time within the context of  

technology, culture, society, and the marketplace. And though behaviors (and fads) may  

change quickly, the eight trends shared here are the product of long -term shifts in values,  

attitudes, and expectations as they relate to these needs.

Of course, this isn’t meant to be an exhaustive list of all the changes and patterns we’re  

continuously tracking in the cultural margins as well as in the mass marketplace. If  

anything, it’s a selection of diverse thought -starters that should serve as inspiration for  

just about any brand, retailer, or business, enabling you to create marketing that excites,  

resonates, and appeals throughout the course of the year.

And now, without further ado…

elcome to 2019 and Advantage Marketing Partners annual perspective on the forces 



E I G H T T R E N D S   
T O W A T C H I N 2 0 1 9

A U D A C I O U S   
A G I N G  

Brands will extend their  

focus to the growing over-

50  crowd, competing to 

deliver  on elevated 

expectations  around 

representation,  messaging 

and design.

W O K E   
W E L L N E S S

Expect to see health and  

wellness brands messaging  

and acting in new ways to  

drive positive change with  

a more generous, diverse  

and community-focused  

approach to wellbeing.

Expect to see greater 

scrutiny  of how brands 

collect and  manipulate 

personal data

and a growing demand for  

transparency and consumer  

control of their data.

C O N S P I C U O U S   
C O N S E R V A T I O N

Many more brands will  

introduce products, 

services  and initiatives 

built on  sustainability to 

meet  consumers’ 

intensifying  prioritization 

of eco-friendly  attributes.

B R A N D   
T H E R A P Y

More brands will explore  

new ways to respond to  

today’s self-care culture 

with  innovative and 

provocative  offerings for 

once taboo  subjects like 

mental and  sexual health.

R E T A I L
R E I M A G I N E D

Stores will continue to  

evolve with new 

concepts,  creative pop-

up experiences  and 

refreshed formats that  

encourage discovery and  

return visits.

B R A N D  

U R B A N I S T S

Smart brands will partner  

with communities to spur  

meaningful improvements  

across parks, infrastructure  

and expanded means of  

transportation.

M A R K E T I N G   
W I T H M O X Y

Expect brands to become  

more inventive, 

provocative,  and vocal 

(oh hello, Alexa)  this year 

as they seek  consumers’ 

taxed attention  and 

fragmented loyalty.

D A T A Q U I D   

P R O  Q U O  



A U D A C I O U S A G I N G

he last several years have seen the upending of stereotypes and outdatedTnotions of what the “average” American household looks like with marketing

becoming much more reflective of the country’s rich diversity. However, ageism has  

proven more resistant to progress with outdated notions about the population over  

the age of 50 still prevalent in many brand communications. This year, we expect  

smart brands to extend their focus beyond the much loved and often derided  

Millennial generation, the oldest members of which are turning 40 this year, by the  

way. With the over-50 demographic expanding by over 34 percent between now  and 

2030, both Boomers and Gen Xers are reinventing what aging looks like. Smart  brands 

will compete to deliver on their elevated expectations around representation,  

messaging, and design.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

L’Oreal’s “golden squad” of 

celebrity  models over 50 is meant 

to appeal to  the 40 million 50+ 

American women  who now account 

for an estimated 27  percent of 

consumer spending power.  Also 

boldly appealing to women of  a 

certain age, New Zealand’s Lonely 

Lingerie featured 57-year-old punk  

rock icon Mercy Brewer in their 

2017  and 2018 campaigns.

Drawing inspiration from progressive  

markets like Australia and the  

Netherlands, Anthology, CA Ventures’  

new 50+ senior living communities  

launching later this year, eschews 

dated  and undifferentiated 

approaches to this  growing sector 

with a fresh, modern,  and 

differentiated brand.

I M P L I C A T I O N S

Gen Xers and Boomers present an immense and underappreciated value to savvy  

brands who acknowledge that these generations will remain culturally relevant and  

influential as they age. Don’t expect them to tolerate being ignored or subordinated  

by brands with a shortsighted youth obsession.

Though much has been made  of 

Millennials’ influence on the  

workforce, savvy organizations are  

realizing the benefits of age 

diversity.  A recent Quartz 

examination of this  dynamic notes 

that older workers— or 

“perennials,” as this cohort has  

sometimes been called—are now  

the fastest-growing population of  

workers.

https://lonelylabel.com/
https://lonelylabel.com/
https://qz.com/work/1476842/the-future-of-work-will-be-shaped-by-an-aging-workforce/


D A T A Q U I D P R O Q U O

T other privacy-related tomfoolery. In 2019, expect to see greater scrutiny of how

brands collect and manipulate the troves of personal data we’re all creating and  

often unknowingly sharing accompanied by a growing demand for more control 

of  this data footprint. Consumers are rethinking the value exchange that has 

previously  seen many of us willingly sacrificing privacy for convenience. They will 

demand more  agency over their digital personas, and brands will need to 

respond with greater  transparency around what and how much data they’re 

collecting at what financial  gain to the brand.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

LunaDNA, a new health platform, 

has  created a novel way to 

reimburse  consumers who are 

willing to share  their DNA data with 

researchers.  Members of the 

community are  rewarded with 

shares in the firm  when they 

provide their genetic test  results 

and other health- and diet- related 

information.

Spotify’s year-end Wrapped 

feature,  which packages its users 

listening  habits into a fascinating, 

personalized  reflection on your 

individual year  of music listening, 

remains a great  example of how to 

serve back digital  data in a way 

that’s both immensely  fun and 

lacking in the creepy factor  that 

consumers are increasingly wary  of.

I M P L I C A T I O N S

In order to avoid abusing consumer trust, carefully consider how you and your  

marketing partners are using potentially invasive data techniques like mobile location  

and facial recognition. Communicate the value to your consumers in clear and simple  

terms. And prepare for increased regulation with California’s new Data Privacy Act a  

bellwether for the rest of the country.

Apps like Killi and Digi.me are now  

rewarding consumers for the right  

to collect specific types of data that  

they then provide to marketers. The  

value proposition is meant to be  

transparent and mutually beneficial .

he past year was marked by yet more troubling headlines about data leaks and

https://www.wired.com/story/worst-hacks-2018-facebook-marriott-quora/
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/12/10/business/location-data-privacy-apps.html
https://lunadna.com/
https://newsroom.spotify.com/2018-12-06/relive-your-year-in-music-with-spotify-wrapped-2018/
https://www.killi.io/killi-app/
https://digi.me/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-09-29/facebook-s-worst-security-breach-hammers-user-trust-once-again


B R A N D T H E R A P Y

Whealth continuing to grow, brands will explore new ways to provide empathetic

and empowering resources and services that were once typically accessed only  

through more traditional and private routes. Whether it’s life coaching, access to  

mental-health-related resources, or stigma-busting campaigns, the brands behind  

these initiatives are responding to today’s self -care culture with innovative and often  

provocative offerings. These approaches align with consumers’ increasing willingness  

to engage in public conversations about mental health, sexual issues, and most  

everyone’s need for mindfulness in today’s anxiety -inducing news cycle.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

Making mental healthcare more  

accessible has emerged as a brand  

priority in unexpected categories. In  

November, Beacon Health Options, 

a  provider of behavioral health 

services,  opened in a Walmart 

Supercenter  in TX, while in Ireland, 

Lidl hosted  mental health and 

wellbeing-focused  pop-ups for 

young people for a four- week 

campaign last year.

The feminine hygiene brand Libresse  

continues to disrupt their category  

with bold messaging meant to  

destigmatize menstruation, while 

Lola,  a reproductive care brand, 

offered  a four-week sexual health-

hotline campaign encouraging 

women to call  in for advice and 

commentary. In both  cases, the work 

goes beyond mere  shock value to be 

truly helpful and  empowering.

I M P L I C A T I O N S
With consumers demanding so much more of brands in order to gain their loyalty,  

consider how your brand can help them navigate the stress of modern life. Can  you 

help ease the transition into adulthood for young people? Can your brand  help 

destigmatize many of the real, physical, and mental issues that all living and  

breathing human beings deal with?

Earlier this year, the womenswear  

brand Tuxe launched a coaching +  

clothing program, which 

temporarily  offered a free life-

coaching session  with every 

purchase, a strategy that  

incorporates the notion of service  

as brand extension.

ith public dialogue about once taboo subjects such as mental and sexual

https://adage.com/creativity/work/blood-normal/53003
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2018/07/17/lola-and-lena-dunham-host-candid-conversations-about-sex-with-public-hotline
https://www.fastcompany.com/40531856/this-blouse-comes-with-free-performance-coaching-sessions


B R A N D U R B A N I S T S

ith many municipalities struggling with a diminished tax base despite aWgrowing desire from their citizenry for vibrant public spaces, smart brands

are stepping in to help. This year, expect to see more brands identify creative  ways 

they can partner with communities to spur meaningful improvements via  urban -

development projects such as parks, infrastructure, and expanded means of  

transportation.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

One of the year’s most buzzworthy campaigns had pizza  

purveyor Domino’s repairing potholes with their Paving 

for Pizza program whereby over the course of last year,  

Domino’s dispensed grants of $5,000 across the U.S. to  

help fill potholes and repair cracked roads. Initially 

limited  to 20 states, the PR and goodwill -garnering 

effort has  been expanded to include the entire U.S.

In 2017, Nike transformed a vacant plot in the middle of  

one of Manila’s residential districts into a state -of-the-

art  running track shaped like a running shoe and 

equipped with  cutting-edge LED technology. Though 

only a temporary  installation, the Cannes award -winning 

initiative is an  example of how to make a large-scale 

brand-reinforcing  statement via a public installation.

Last summer, outdoor retailer REI announced a grant  

program to “re-wild” five American cities. The initiative,  

perfectly aligned with the brand’s core equities, is meant 

to  help Chicago, LA, San Francisco, Seattle and D.C. 

develop  or improve environments for water paddling, 

hiking and  cycling in parks, forests and trails in or near 

these cities’  urban and suburban areas.

Southwest Airlines’ Heart of the Community grant 

program  has been instrumental in revitalizing public 

spaces in  underserved areas around the U.S. since 2014. 

To execute  at scale, the airline works with Project for 

Public Spaces,  a nonprofit with 40 years of experience 

specializing in  urban renewal and placemaking.

I M P L I C A T I O N S
Consider how your brand can contribute to the revival of community -building public  

spaces. Can your brand address unmet needs in public environments? The most  

important step is to be sincere in your ambition to benefit the city. Before you start  

splashing logos around, first assess the community’s needs and then identify how  

specific measures align with your brand’s core equities and values.

https://www.pavingforpizza.com/
https://www.pavingforpizza.com/
https://www.pps.org/heart-of-the-community


Tmarker of status and luxury with consumers driving a multibillion -dollar industry

W O K E W E L L N E S S

he pursuit of health and wellbeing has been widely acknowledged as a modern

in boutique fitness, athleisure fashion, holistic remedies and supplements, and all  

the other wellbeing accoutrement to be had on Goop, the brand most emblematic  

of privileged lux health. Look for 2019 to present a more inclusive and accessible

approach to the pursuit of wellness. Though self -care, with its focus on the individual,  

became the catchphrase for our cultural obsession with achieving our best selves,

we expect to see health and wellness brands messaging and acting in ways that  

acknowledge the power to drive positive change with a more generous, diverse, and  

community-focused approach.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

LA’s non-profit Green Tree Yoga and other similar  

organizations are providing holistic health and wellness  

services to underrepresented and underserved 

communities  where poverty and violence contribute to 

chronic mental  and physical health conditions .

Wellness leaders of color like the practitioners behind  

Black Zen, Trap Yoga and Tacos, and Black Girl in Om are  

diversifying the practice of meditation and yoga in the

U.S. with a focus on messages and experiences tailored  

to the needs and wants of communities of color. 

Similarly,  Miami’s Rina Jakubowicz was inspired to 

create a bilingual  yoga teacher training course when she 

noted the lack of  diversity in her own practice.

I M P L I C A T I O N S

Consider how your brand can extend health and wellness services to people in  

underserved communities, to people of color, and the differently abled in a way that’s  

relevant and accessible. Representation is empowering, but it’s just the start. How  can 

your ”better for you” brand go beyond inclusive imagery to empower broader  

communities seeking the benefits of today’s focus on holistic wellness.

https://www.thetreesouthla.org/
https://www.blackzen.co/
https://www.doyogaeattacos.com/
http://www.blackgirlinom.com/
http://www.rinayoga.com/trainings/training/spanish-yoga-training/


C O N S P I C U O U S   
C O N S E R V A T I O N

ven as political consensus on climate change remains elusive, a majority ofEAmericans (53%) now describe themselves as environmentalists according to
Kantar. And their concerns and priorities with regard to sustainability are increasingly  

influencing their purchase decisions as evidenced by Nielsen’s estimate that products  

with sustainable attributes now make up 22% of total store CPG categories. 

Meanwhile,  sharing your ethical, humane, and eco -friendly brand choices has 

emerged as a strong  marker of identity and status. From bringing your own straws to 

driving a Tesla,  sustainable choices now signal your personal enlightenment and your 

values. We expect  2019 to see many more brands introduce new products, services, 

and organizational  initiatives built on sustainable practices as a result of this 

intensifying consumer priority .

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

Emerging fashion labels such as  

Allbirds, Everlane, and Rothy’s have  

built their brands from a sustainable  

foundation. While other brands have  

introduced eco-positioned lines, 

their  stories are resonating with 

consumers  looking for more than 

just a planet- friendly SKU or two. All 

these brands  have been especially 

savvy with their  social-first approach 

to marketing,  leveraging their 

shoppers’ tendency  to advocate for 

sustainable choices  among their 

personal social networks.

With plastic straws being 2018’s  

mass eco-enemy, companies such  

as Starbucks and  McDonald’s  have 

announced single-use plastic  

reduction plans, but look to brands  

such as Lush and Tata Harper that 

are  transitioning to zero-waste 

product  portfolios that eliminate 

the need for  plastic packaging. By 

one estimate,  each human now 

generates about  88 pounds of 

plastic a year, a figure  that brands 

will be smart to help  decrease.

I M P L I C A T I O N S
Sustainability is only going to grow as a purchase motivator for consumers,  so what 

is your brand already doing to address environmental issues? Are you

communicating these efforts? If your products have sustainable attributes, consider  

how you’re facilitating consumers’ ability to share and advocate for these attributes  

within their personal networks.

Later this year, P&G plans to launch  

DS3, a liquid-free line of personal 

and  home-care items that they 

describe  as “enlightened clean.” 

Rival Unilever  has been actively 

acquiring and  launching a variety of 

sustainably  positioned brands 

including last  year’s introduction of 

its Love Beauty & Planet line. 

Recognizing that  sustainability’s 

appeal is also driving  the luxury 

consumer, Chanel has  invested in 

biodegradable packaging  firm 

Sulapac.

https://www.strawlessocean.org/
https://www.tataharperskincare.com/
https://www.lovebeautyandplanet.com/us/en/home.html
https://www.lovebeautyandplanet.com/us/en/home.html


R E T A I L R E I M A G I N E D

ith almighty Amazon upending the retail ecosystem and the threat of 2017’sWmuch-hyped retail apocalypse, last year saw many retailers bringing their A
game to shoppers. They experimented with localization, elevated service offerings,  

forged creative partnerships, and blurred online and offline experiences to deliver  

friction-free ease of acquisition. This year, stores will continue to evolve with new  

concepts and refreshed formats that encourage discovery and return visits. On the  

pop-up front, expect fewer superficial executions that serve as little more than selfie  

backdrops. Instead, brands who recognize the power to inspire brand love with  

creative ephemeral brick-and-mortar experiences will ensure that their pop -ups  leave 

consumers with a clear understanding of what makes their brand unique and  

essential–plus an insta-worthy pic or two.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

As retailers continue to wise up to 

the  power of using their stores to 

help  consumers make informed 

decisions,  they’ll take inspiration 

from Canada  Goose’s cold rooms. 

Shoppers test the  pricey outerwear 

in temps as low as -13  Fahrenheit 

via a unique store experience  that 

combines entertainment (a great  

story) with functionality (a reason to  

believe).

Roll by Goodyear is a pilot program  

in the D.C. area meant to eliminate  

the hassle of tire shopping. The tiny  

stores are located in dense 

shopping  areas, but tire installation 

happens on  your terms with 

multiple options for  pickup, 

installation, and delivery–a  great 

example of retail that rethinks  the 

experience and removes pain  

points.

I M P L I C A T I O N S

Brands will be challenged to elevate their retail experiences as consumers come  

to expect convenience combined with a dash of fun and excitement when they  

shop. But don’t rely on gimmicks alone. Consider the experience holistically to

provide innovations that shoppers didn’t realize they ever needed. Optimized store  

experiences must now deliver on expertise, excitement, and ease.

While new DTC brands will both pop 

up and open permanent locations, 

legacy  retailers will amplify and 

accelerate the collection cycle with 

more exclusive and limited-time-offer 

merchandise  and experiences. 

Emulating the “drop”  dynamic in 

fashion, they’ll look to  create a sense 

of urgency for shoppers.  Plano, TX’s 

new Neighborhood Goods store 

features brands across multiple  

categories that rotate in and out with  

some stays lasting little over a month.

https://www.businessinsider.com/canada-goose-store-freezing-cold-room-photos-2018-9
https://www.rollbygoodyear.com/
https://neighborhoodgoods.com/


M A R K E T I N G W I T H MO X Y

Lwith safe, reassuring, and often nostalgic messages. However, with a revived
ong after the Great Recession ended, brands continued to woo consumers

economy, intensifying competition from new and nimble brands, and the marvels of  

the digital revolution, brands are now taking on bolder approaches to connecting  with 

today’s fickle and novelty -seeking consumers. Smart brands are more apt than  ever to 

take a provocative stand, seed the cultural conversation, and challenge norms  of 

engagement. In a marketplace where consumers can easily cut off the stream

of advertising, we expect brands to become even more inventive, provocative,  

and vocal (oh hello, Alexa) this year as they seek consumers’ taxed attention and  

fragmented loyalty.

M A N I F E S T A T I O N S

MGM Resorts’ Universal Love 

campaign  exemplifies brands’ 

willingness to  take both a 

courageous and brilliant  approach to 

social inclusivity. The  brand invited 

major music artists to  record covers 

of traditional romantic  songs, 

switching up the genders so  that 

men would be singing about men,  

women about women, or all 

pronouns  would simply become a 

nonbinary  “they.” The resulting 

collection of songs  (streaming and 

on vinyl) is a modern  soundtrack for 

LGBTQ couples.

To get the word out about delivery  

via DoorDash, Burger King recently  

offered customers a Dogpper dog  

bone for a limited time only, joining  

a bevy of other clever and buzzy  

marketing plays in the QSR channel  

this year. How about a Popeye’s  

emotional-support chicken for your  

next flight out of Philly?

I M P L I C A T I O N S

With consumers using brands to broadcast their unique identities and voice their  

values, how can your brand join the cultural conversation and entice consumers to  

opt in? It’s not just about garnering social media buzz, although that’s admirable, but  

also about ensuring that your brand reflects the zeitgeist with a focus on positive  and 

empowering change.

Although polarizing, OKCupid’s 2018  

DTF campaign took a subversive as  

well as joyfully inclusive approach to  

redefining that typically blunt, NSFW  

dating app acronym. Though D.C.’s  

Metro system rejected some of the  

ads, they did so citing their ban of  

politically biased ads rather than due 

to  its potentially naughty 

interpretation.

https://www.mgmresorts.com/en/groups-and-weddings/blog/universal-love-because-love-and-music-are-universal-languages.html
https://adage.com/creativity/work/popeyes-emotional-support-chicken/965171
https://www.adweek.com/creativity/okcupid-redefines-dtf-in-striking-ads-that-are-like-little-works-of-art/


C O N C L U S I O N

n order to inspire loyalty and spur growth this year, brands will adopt a variety of smartIstrategies that we believe are essential to success in today’s marketplace. Acting on the

trends we’ve shared and more, they will:

Respect the modern desire to lessen demands on our cognitive capacity via a  

willingness to declutter the messaging landscape and instead focus on marketing 

that’s  not just unobtrusive but also welcomed.

Focus on creating simple, mindful, and beautifully designed products and 

experiences  that are inclusive and accessible..

Tackle social and environmental issues with products, services, and messaging that  

go beyond mere PR gestures and instead apply creativity and passion to improving

consumers’ lives and creating meaningful change in how we live together on this 

planet.

Welcome and apply the power of today’s consumers to directly shape brands with  

products and services developed via the conversations and feedback made possible 

on  social platforms.

Ultimately, we predict that brands will be bold in 2019. Consumers’ expectations of brands  

have never been higher, while the ability to filter marketing content has never been more 

within their control. 

To connect and resonate, this year’s most agile marketers will  embrace a test, learn, and 

innovate strategy. The brands cited in this report are already  acting on this innovation 

mind-set, delivering new ways to connect with consumers — ways  that value their time, 

attention, and desire for novelty. We hope that their example will  provide inspiration for 

you to create excitement in this dynamic marketplace.


